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THE CRITICAL THINKING
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China – Bolivia – a Lithium Deal – No More?
China has by far the largest lithium market. China produces already
today the most electric cars, about 1 million in 2018, and will at least
triplicate their production by 2025 – and in the following decade or
two, demand is expected to increase exponentially.
Bolivia has the world’s largest – by far – known lithium reserves. A
long-term win-win contract between China and Bolivia was under
preparation since early 2019 and being negotiated as a 51% Bolivia –
49% China share arrangement, with manufacturing of batteries and
other lithium-related products foreseen in Bolivia – added value, job
creation in Bolivia – with an initial investment of US$ 2.3 billion –
was about to be signed, when the US-initiated Bolivian military coup
occurred. It was immediately followed with the usual US-style
intimidating, violent and murderous oppression, particularly directed
at protests by indigenous people. Pg 1-3

Lies Which the West Manufactures and then
Consumes

After my work in the Middle East had finished, at least for the time
being, I was waiting for my flight to Santiago de Chile. In Paris. I
could count on a few ‘free’ days, processing what I had heard and
witnessed in Beirut. Day after day, for long hours, I sat in a lounge,
typing and typing; reflecting and typing. Pg 3-6

The Hugely Important OPCW Scandal Keeps
Unfolding. Here’s Why No One’s Talking About
It.

Sanctions in Syria: An
EXCLUSIVE Look at How
Everyday People Are Paying
the Price

In 2017, I visited Syria. I sat in
Damascus and listened to the sounds
of mortars, missiles, and gunfire ring
out 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Pg
8-11

What’s Joker’s Joke?

It’s not funny, that’s for sure.
When I went to see Joker, the new
Todd Philips’ film, there were five
other people in the theater in the
liberal, up-scale tourist town populated
by wealthy second-home owners,
exiles for the most part from Gotham
City (NYC). Pg 11-13

Additional Articles
Unchallenged Israeli TerrorBombing: Pg 13-15
White Helmets involved in forcible
removal of human organs of Syrians
in Terrorist-controlled areas: Study:
Pg 15-16

The Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons is now
hemorrhaging evidence that the US and its allies deceived the world
once again about yet another military intervention, which should be a
front-page story all over the world. Pg 6-8

Dear Young Progressives: The
White-Supremacist AntiImmigration Anti-PoliticalCorrectness Free-Speech Fascists
Are Your Friends: Pg 16-17
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coup on 10th November, Bolivia Government, that they were not
is being ruled by a selfallowed to run for the
appointed, illegal, temporary
Presidency in upcoming
(they say), racist-fascist
elections. This is the type of
government which is not only “Democracy” exported by
supported by the United States – Washington.
Source: https://thesaker.is/chinathe “putsch-maker” – but also by
bolivia-a-lithium-deal-no-more/
the abysmally shameful
The power and fervor of proBy Peter Koenig
European Union, as well as by Morales protests in Bolivia is
the Organization of American
increasing day-by-day. Evo was
They didn’t want to lose their
States – OAS (the US pays 60% the first indigenous President of
President, Evo Morales, who has of OAS’ budget…).
the plurinational Andean
improved their lives enormously,
country. About 70% to 80% of
like nobody else before since
Bolivians have been plunged
Bolivia’s population is of
Bolivia’s independence from
into a violent military-police
indigenous origins, and they are
Spain some 200 years ago. Evo dictatorship knowing no restraint strong supporters of Evo’s and
has drastically reduced poverty beating up indigenous protesters his MAS party (MAS =
and provided most Bolivians
and shooting them with live
Movimiento al Socialismo, or
with jobs and with a decent
ammunition. At least 25 have
movement towards socialism).
living. President Evo Morales
already been killed and hundreds
had to seek asylum in Mexico to wounded. Añez has signed a
US President Trump has made it
protect himself and his family decree exonerating police and abundantly clear that he does not
from threats to his life and that military from prosecution for
tolerate socialist governments in
of his family, as well as to his
crimes and murders committed the world, let alone in his
political associates and members on protesters. Giving the police backyard, Latin America.
of Congress, who were in line to and military a license to kill.
Congratulating the US-trained
succeed him. The gringos and Evo Morales, was forced to
putsch leaders, he warned
their paid assets work with
resign by top military brass
Venezuela, Cuba and Nicaragua
impunity, without scruples.
which has been secretly trained of what might soon happen to
by the School of the Americas, them. He doesn’t lose an
A day after Evo Morales left
now called The Western
opportunity dishing out threats
Bolivia, the opposition, led by Hemisphere Institute for
to world leaders who do not
the self-proclaimed neofascist, Security Cooperation
follow his orders. He, Trump the
racist President, Jeanine Añez, (WHINSEC). Evo has bitterly Great, a President in the process
ransacked and looted the Central been betrayed by Washington
of being impeached himself for
Bank of its gold and large
corrupted and trained officers. corruption and other misdeeds
amounts of cash reserves. The
by the US Parliament. Bravo.
loot was seen to be transported About 20 of Evo’s closest
to the airport to be flown out of entourage, including members of Having a socialist Government
the country, presumably to the congress, who according to the was certainly a reason for the
US. Madame Añes said she
Bolivian Constitution would
coup d’état, but not the only one,
needed the money to buy
have been in line to take up
perhaps not even the key reason.
weapons, of course, from
temporarily the Presidency until Bolivia, like Venezuela, is rich
America to keep oppressing and new elections are organized,
in natural resources, gas, oil,
killing the indigenous protesters. were also ordered to resign.
minerals and metals – and
They were all granted asylum in lithium, a light metal, used in car
After the long-prepared and US- Mexico. They were told by the batteries, especially batteries for
orchestrated ‘civic-military’
new, illegal self-appointed
electric cars. They are ideal

China – Bolivia – a
Lithium Deal – No
More?
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assets to be privatized by a
neoliberal government for the
benefit of a few local oligarchs
and of foreign corporations –
mostly US, of course. Stealing
natural resources from
developing countries is a key
objective for the empire’s
attempting to establish monetary
and territorial world hegemony.

foreign corporations made
five years.”
enough profit for them to stay in
Bolivia. They are there as of this Lithium is mainly used for the
day.
production of car batteries, cell
phones, electronic devices in
In comes lithium, a soft, light
sophisticated weapons systems.
and highly flammable mineral – In the age of growing
what some call the gold of the environmental consciousness
21st Century. The world’s total and electric cars, the car battery
known lithium reserves are
market is expected to explode in
about 15 million tons, with a
the coming years. China’s
Already before Evo Morales first potential of up to 65 million
President, Xi Jinping, recently
took office in January 2006, he tons. Bolivia has arguably the
said that as of 2030, all new cars
pledged to the Bolivian people world’s largest single lithium
on China’s roads will be electric.
that the vast natural and rich
deposits with a projected 9
Though, this may be optimistic,
natural resources treasures of
million tons, about 60% of all
it speaks for a huge market. It is
Bolivia belong to Bolivia, to the known reserves.
expected that the use of lithium
Bolivian people. Among the first
in car batteries alone could triple
actions of his Presidency was the Bolivia’s lithium has so far
– or beyond – in the coming 5 to
partial nationalization of the
remained largely untapped,
10 years.
hydrocarbon industry – gas and whereas major current producers
petrol. Evo inherited from his
are Chile, Argentina, Australia In the last few weeks, the
predecessors, Goni Sanchez and and China. Bolivia’s reserves are Bolivian Government was about
Carlos Mesa an absurd
located in the Uyuni salt flats, to sign a contract with ACI
arrangement, where by the
the world’s largest salt flat
Systems Alemania (ACISA), a
foreign corporations would
(some 10,000 km2) in the
small German mining company.
receive on average 82% of the remote southern tip of Bolivia, On November 4, the deal was
profits from hydrocarbon
about 4,000m above sea level. cancelled, due to local protests
exploitation and the remaining Lithium is contained in salt brine over profit sharing. The local
18% would stay in Bolivia. It is pools below the Uyuni salt flats. population wanted an increase of
precisely for this reason that
royalty payments from 3% to
both Goni and Mesa were
Access is complicated because 11%. The deal would have
thrown out by the people in
of altitude and remoteness and brought a US$ 1.3 billion
bloody people’s revolutions in lithium mining has also
investment in the Salar del
2003 and 2005, respectively.
environmental issues. Finally,
Uyuni (the Uyuni Salt Flats)
and maybe most importantly,
over time for a vehicle battery
When Evo arrived in 2006, he Evo Morales has promised his factory and a lithium hydroxide
reversed this proportion: 82%
people that this valuable
plant. Similar deals with Tesla
for Bolivia and 18% for the
resource will not just be
and other US and Canadian
transnationals. The western
exported as raw material, but
battery producers also failed to
world screamed and yelled and processed in Bolivia so that
come to fruition, because of
warned him that all the foreign added value and major benefits unacceptable profit-sharing
investors will abandon Bolivia – remain in Bolivia. The general arrangements.
and Bolivia will be alone and her manager of state-owned
economy will collapse
Yacimientos de Litio Bolivianos China has the World’s largest
miserably. None of this
(YLB) assures that “Bolivia will lithium market. By far. And the
happened, of course. Because
be a relevant actor in the global one with the fastest growth
even under this new arrangement lithium market within four or
potential. With a million Chinese
2
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electric cars sold in 2018,
demand is expected to increase
almost exponentially. President
Xi’s prediction that every new
car on China’s roads by 2030
will be electric powered, may be
optimistic and, according to a
Chinese think tank, this may
more likely be the case by 2040.

in the coming years, reaching
more than 1,000% of present
demand by 2050.

close MAS party allies – and
potential successors – had to go.
Unarmed indigenous people had
to be intimidated by bought
A huge proportion of this multi- police and military forces. They
multibillion-dollar market would are beaten up and shot at with
be Chinese. It is therefore not
live ammunition. As of today,
too far-fetched to believe that
the dead toll has reached at least
the US-induced military coup
25, since the violence began
itself, and particularly its timing when Evo was forced to resign,
In February 2019, the Chinese – has something to do with
about a week ago.
company Xinjiang TBEA Group Bolivia’s lithium – and more
Co Ltd. And the Bolivian state precisely with the China-Bolivia It is predictable that the current
company Yacimientos de Litio deal.
“interim” government will call a
Bolivianos (YLB) negotiated a
State of Emergency, meaning a
deal that would have given
Since the beginning of this year de facto military-police
Bolivia 51% and the Chinese
Bolivia has been negotiating
dictatorship. The natural riches
49% shares of a lithium
with China, Bolivia’s linking up of a poor country that wants to
extraction investment, an initial to the Chinese Belt and Road
use reserves for the betterment
US$ 2.3 billion venture,
Initiative (BRI). The lithium
of her people, can be a curse –
expandable according to market extraction and industrial
and especially if that country has
demand. The project would have development was part of it.
a socialist regime. But – as a
included manufacturing of
Under Evo’s guidance it could positive glare of hope, the
vehicle batteries – and more – have lifted this still most
Bolivian people are known to be
thus, adding value in Bolivia and impoverished country of South headstrong and staunch
creating thousands of jobs.
America out of poverty, to a
defenders of their rights. So,
level of “living well” for most with the support and solidarity
The Chinese Ambassador to
Bolivians. China, with her win- of neighboring countries’ people
Bolivia estimates that China
win approach for the BRI
protesting for their lost civil
would need some 800,000 tons expansion around the globe and rights, Chile, Ecuador, Argentina
of the light metal by 2025.
for such bilateral deals, as would and maybe soon also Brazil, not
Electric cars with today’s
have been lithium development all may be lost.
technology require massive
with Bolivia – would have
amounts of lithium, about 63
contributed greatly to the
Lies Which the West
kilograms for a single 70 kWh improvement of living
Manufactures and
Tesla Model S battery pack.
conditions for this landlocked
Officially known reserves in the Andean country.
then Consumes
Salar Uyuni, estimated at 9
million tons, correspond to about With China being lambasted and
Source: https://journala quarter of total known world thrashed on every occasion,
neo.org/2019/11/20/lies-which-thewest-manufactures-and-thenreserves, according the US
clearly, such a multiple billionconsumes/
Geological Survey. Countrywide dollar long-term arrangement,
lithium deposits in Bolivia may for a market the west wants to
By Andre Vltchek
reach 21 million tons, mostly in claim for itself, is not allowed by
the Uyuni salt flats, according to the true axis of evil, the United
As I was working, above me,
government projections. World States, the vassalic Europeans,
France 24 television news
Bank projections see global
Canada and Australia. So,
channel was on, beaming from a
demand for lithium skyrocketing President Evo Morales and his
flat screen.
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The people around me were
coming and going: West African
elites on their wild shopping
sprees, shouting
unceremoniously into their
mobile phones. Koreans and
Japanese doing Paris. Rude
German and North American
beefy types, discussing business,
laughing vulgarly, disregarding
‘lower beings’, in fact everyone
in their immediate radius.

analyzed it.

In Lebanon, the big clenched
fists of the pro-Western regimeIn many countries, all over the change Otpor were suddenly at
world, people have been sharing the center of the antitheir stories with me. I have seen government demonstrations. The
barricades, photographed and
economy of the country was
filmed injured bodies, as well as collapsing. But the Lebanese
tremendous revolutionary
‘elites’ were burning money, all
enthusiasm and excitement. I
around me, all around Paris and
have also witnessed betrayals, all around the world. Poor
treasons, cowardice.
Lebanese Misérables, as well as
the impoverished middle class,
But in the lounge, in front of the were demanding social justice.
No matter what was happening television set, everything
But the rich of Lebanon were
in my hotel, France 24 was on, appeared pretty groovy, very
mocking them, showing. They
and on, and on. Yes, precisely; classy, and comforting. The
had it all figured out: they have
for 24 hours, recycling for days blood looked like a well-mixed robbed their own country, then
and nights the same stories, once color, the barricades like a stage left it behind, and now were
in a while updating news, with a of the latest Broadway musical. having a great ball here, in the
slightly arrogant air of
“City of Lights”.
superiority. Here, France was
People were dying beautifully,
judging the world; teaching
their shouts muted, theatrical.
But to criticize them in the West
Asia, the Middle East, Africa
The elegant anchor in a designer has been taboo; forbidden.
and Latin America, about
dress was beaming benevolently, Political correctness, the mighty
themselves.
whenever people on the screen Western weapon used to uphold
dared to show some powerful
the status quo, has made them
In front of my eyes, above me, emotions, or were grimacing in untouchable. Because they are
on that screen, the world was
pain. She was in charge, and she Lebanese; from the Middle East.
changing. For many months I
was above all of this. In Paris, A good arrangement, isn’t it?
had been covering the
London and New York, powerful They are robbing their fellow
nightmarish riots of the
emotions, political commitments Middle Easterners, on behalf of
treasonous violent ninjas in
and grand ideological gestures, their foreign masters in Paris and
Hong Kong. I was all over the were made outdated, already a Washington, but in Paris or
Middle East, particularly
long time ago.
London, it is taboo to expose
Lebanon, and now I was on my
their ‘culture’ of debauchery.
way to my second home, Latin During just the few days that I
America, where socialism has spent in Paris, many things have In Iraq, the anti-Shi’a and
kept winning elections, but was changed, on all the continents. therefore anti-Iranian sentiments
getting beaten, even terrorized,
have been dispersed, powerfully
by the corrupt and crooked
The Hong Kong rioters were
and clearly, from abroad. The
Western empire.
evolving; beginning to set on
second big episode of the sofire their compatriots simply
called Arab Spring.
All that France 24 kept showing, because they dared to pledge
I have been habitually
their allegiance to Beijing.
Chileans have been fighting and
witnessing with my own eyes. Women were unceremoniously dying, trying to depose a neoAnd more, much more, from
beaten, with metal bars, until
liberal system, forced down their
many different angles. I have
their faces were covered in
throats ever since 1973 by the
filmed it, written about it, and blood.
Los Chicago Boys.
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The Bolivian socialist
government, successful,
democratic and racially
inclusive, has been overthrown,
by Washington and Bolivian
treasonous cadres. People have
been dying there, too, on the
streets of El Alto, La Paz, and
Cochabamba.

You witness what happens, all
over the world; you document it.
You are risking your life. You
are getting engaged. You get
injured. Sometimes you come
close, extremely close, to death.

And it does. Precisely that.

People were entering and
leaving the lounge, meeting and
separating, laughing, shouting,
crying and making up.

You get it: why so few are
writing to you, support your
struggle, or even fight for the
countries being destroyed,
decimated by the empire.

Kashmir, West Papua, Iraq,
Lebanon, Hong Kong, Palestine,
Bolivia and Chile were on fire.

When you look around,
observing people who are sitting
in a hotel lounge, you clearly
realize: they feel nothing. They
want to see nothing. They
understand nothing. France 24 is
on, but it is not a news channel,
which it was intended to be,
many years ago. It is
entertainment stuff, which is
supposed to produce
sophisticated background noise.

Ten meters away from me, an
American businessman was
shouting into his phone:

Same as the BBC, CNN, Fox
and Deutsche Welle.

As the legitimately elected
socialist President of Bolivia
You do not watch TV. Never, or was being forced into exile, tears
almost never. You appear on the in his eyes, I got hold of the
television, yes; you supply
remote control, and switched
Israel was at it again, in Gaza. stories and images. But you
channel to some bizarre and
Full force.
never watch the results; what
primitive cartoon network.
emotions your work, your words
Damascus was bombed.
and images, truly evoke. Or do Nothing changed. The
they evoke any emotions at all? expressions on the faces of some
I went to film the Algerians,
You only work for the antitwenty people around me did not
Lebanese and Bolivians; people imperialist media outlets, never change.
who were pushing for their
for the mainstream. But for
agendas at the Place de la
whomever you work for, you
If a nuclear bomb would have
Republique.
have no clue what the facial
exploded on the screen,
expressions your reports from somewhere in the SubI anticipated the horrors that
the war zones are arousing. Or Continent, no one would pay
were waiting for me, soon; in
what emotions any war zone
any attention.
Chile, Bolivia and Hong Kong. reports stir.
Some people were taking selfies.
I was writing, feverishly.
And then, you are in Paris, and While I was describing the
you have some time to watch
collapse of the Western culture
While the television set was
your readers, and suddenly you on my MacBook. All of us were
humming.
understand.
busy, in our own way.

So, what?

Nothing to do with the world.
The outbursts of indecent
laugher erupted periodically,
even as the bombs were
exploding on the screen, even as
the people were charging against
the police and the military.
Then, one day, I realized that
nobody really gives a damn.
Like that; so simple.
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“Are you going to invite me back
to Paris in December? Yes? We
have to discuss details. How
much am I getting per day?”
Coups, uprisings, riots, all over
the world.
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And that plastic, professional
smile of the lady, the news
announcer, in her blue and white
retro designer dress; so
confident, so French, and so
endlessly fake.

people have lost their ability to Trump might somehow
feel, to get engaged, and to fight magically be removed from
for a better world.
office via supermajority
consensus in a majorityBecause of this loss, they should Republican Senate.
be forced to give up their power
over the world.
CounterPunch has published an
Lately, I keep wondering
actual bombshell of a report
whether the inhabitants of
Our world is damaged, scarred, (https://www.counterpunch.org/2019/1
1/15/the-opcw-and-douma-chemicalEurope and North America have but is tremendously beautiful
weapons-watchdog-accused-ofany moral right to control the
and precious.
evidence-tampering-by-its-ownworld.
inspectors/) by journalist Jonathan
It is not a business, to work for
Steele containing many
My conclusion is: definitely not! its improvement and survival.
revelations about the OPCW
scandal which were previously
They do not know, and they do Only great dreamers, poets and
unknown to the public. Steele is
not want to know. Those who
thinkers can be trusted, fighting
an award-winning reporter who
have power are obliged to know. for it, steering it forward.
worked as a senior foreign
correspondent for The Guardian
In Paris, Berlin, London, New Are there many poets and
back before that outlet was
York, individuals are too busy dreamers amongst my readers?
purged of all critical thinkers on
admiring themselves, or
Or do they look, do they behave,
western imperialism; he first
‘suffering’ from their little,
as those guests in the hotel
waded into the OPCW
selfish problems.
lounge in Paris, in front of the
controversy last month with a
screen beaming France 24?
statement made on the BBC
They are too busy taking selfies,
revealing the existence of a
or being preoccupied with their
The
Hugely
second whistleblower on the
sexual orientation. And of
investigation into
Important OPCW organisation’s
course, with their ‘business’.
an alleged chemical weapons
Scandal
Keeps
attack in Douma, Syria.
That is why I prefer to write for
Unfolding. Here’s If you haven’t been following
Russian and Chinese outlets, to
address people who are scared
Why No One’s this story you can check here for
like myself, anxious about the
timeline of events
Talking About It. a(https://consortiumnews.com/2019/10/
future of the world.
The editors of this magazine, in
faraway Moscow, are; they are
anxious and passionate at the
same time. I know they are. I,
and my reports, are not some
‘business’ for them. People
whose cities are smashed,
ruined, are not some sort of
entertainment in the editorial
room of NEO.
In many Western countries,

25/panel-finds-gaping-holes-in-opcwSource:
https://caitlinjohnstone.com/2019/11/1 report-on-alleged-syrian-chemical7/the-hugely-important-opcw-scandal- attack/) to fully appreciate the
keeps-unfolding-heres-why-no-ones- significance of these new
talking-about-it/
revelations about the Douma

incident, but just to quickly
recap, in April of last year
reports surfaced that dozens of
Yet if you looked at American civilians had been killed in that
news media headlines you’d
city by chemical weapons used
think the only thing that matters by the Syrian government under
right now is indulging the
President Bashar al-Assad. This
childish fantasy that Donald
immediately drew skepticism
By Caitlin Johnstone
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from people who’ve been paying has turned out to be far more
was far more likely that the
attention to the narrative
incendiary even than the leaked chlorine cylinders were
manipulation campaign against Engineering Assessment. Here manually placed on the scene by
Syria, since Assad had already are seven major highlights
people on the ground.
won the battle for Douma and (hyperlinks go to the relevant
had no strategic reason to
article text they reference):
4- Ian Henderson, the South
employ banned weapons there
African ballistics expert whose
knowing that there would be a 1- US government officials
name was signed on the leaked
military strike in retaliation from attempted to pressure OPCW
Engineering Assessment, seems
western powers. True to form, a investigators into believing that to have been responsible for
few days later the US, France
the Assad government was
leaking it. Whether Henderson
and the UK launched airstrikes responsible for the Douma
himself was involved in the leak
on the Syrian government.
incident. The officials were
was not previously known to the
placed in the same room as the public.
The OPCW released its final
investigators by the OPCW’s
report on Douma in March of
then-cabinet chief Bob
5- Investigators experienced
this year, but that report has been Fairweather, which the
pressures against saying
contradicted by two separate
investigators of course felt was a anything about their mounting
whistleblowers from the Douma grossly inappropriate breach of findings that no chemical attack
investigation. The first surfaced the OPCW’s commitment to
occurred, with Alex calling it
in May of this year with a leaked impartiality. For the record the “the elephant in the room which
Engineering Assessment
US government already has a
no-one dared mention
claiming the chlorine cylinders known history
explicitly”.
found at the crime scene were (https://medium.com/@caityjohnstone/
unlikely to have been dropped the-usas-history-of-controlling-the6- The OPCW’s Final Report on
opcw-to-promote-regime-changefrom the air, and that it was far
the Douma incident explicitly
7a965bbe78c6) of bullying the
more likely that they were
claimed the investigation found
OPCW,
an
ostensibly
manually placed there, i.e.
“reasonable grounds that the
independent and international
staged, by the occupying
use of a toxic chemical as a
body,
to
force
it
to
allow
the
opposition forces in Douma. The
weapon took place. This toxic
advancement of pre-existing
second whistleblower came
chemical contained reactive
regime
change
agendas.
forward last month with a daychlorine. The toxic chemical
long presentation in Brussels
was likely molecular chlorine.”
2- Alex reports that internal
before a panel of experts
Yet according to Alex the levels
dissent
on
the
OPCW’s
official
assembled by the
of chlorinated organic chemicals
whistleblowing defense group publications on the Douma
found on the scene “were no
incident
was
far
more
ubiquitous
Courage Foundation, the
higher than you would expect in
than previously known, saying any household environment” and
findings of which were
“Most of the Douma team felt
published by WikiLeaks
were in fact “much lower than
(https://wikileaks.org/opcw-douma/). the two reports on the incident, what would be expected in
the Interim Report and the Final environmental samples”,
Report, were scientifically
This new report by Steele
comparable to or even lower
focuses on information provided impoverished, procedurally
than the World Health
irregular
and
possibly
to him by the second
Organisation’s recommended
whistleblower, who is going by fraudulent.”
chlorine levels for drinking
the pseudonym “Alex” out of
water. This extremely crucial
3- All but one member of the
fear for his safety. The
fact was actively and repeatedly
team
agreed
with
the
information provided by Alex
omitted from the OPCW’s
Engineering Assessment that it
7
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public reporting in a way Alex
describes as “deliberate and
irregular”.

matter because he’s still a very task of trying to regain control
bad man. But this is an
of the narrative. This will only
extremely intellectually
happen if enough of us work
dishonest obfuscation on their together to shove the OPCW
7- Steele mentioned last month part, because this has nothing to scandal into mainstream
that he’d unsuccessfully reached do with whether or not Bashar attention. I think this would end
out to the OPCW for comment al-Assad is a nice person. The up being a very good thing for
on the second OPCW
OPCW covering up its findings the world.
whistleblower’s revelations, and exculpating the Syrian
in his new article he confirms
government on Douma wouldn’t Sanctions in Syria:
that the organisation is still
be significant because it would
An EXCLUSIVE
dodging him, with both
mean that Assad is a good
Fairweather and the OPCW’s
person, it would be significant
Look at How
media office refusing to respond. because it would mean the US
Everyday People
La Repubblica‘s Stefania
deceived the world about yet
Maurizi has also been reporting another military intervention.
Are Paying the Price
that the OPCW is dodging the And it would make it much
press on this important matter. harder for the US to manufacture
Source:
The OPCW did respond to press public support for other military http://www.brandonturbeville.com/201
9/11/sanctions-in-syria-exclusive-lookinquiries after the first
interventions in the future.
at.html
whistleblower surfaced in May,
but it appears that someone has Which is of course the real
By Brandon Turbeville
given the order to cease doing so reason the political/media class
with the claims of this second
is ignoring the OPCW scandal.
At night, I would walk to the
whistleblower.
Military violence is the glue that
roof of the hotel and watch the
holds the US-centralized empire
firefight raging in Jobar.
If there were any correlation
together, which means it is of
Damascus residents - innocent
between newsworthiness and
utmost strategic importance that
civilians - lived in constant fear
actual news coverage, the
that empire retain the ability to
of terrorist mortars that would
OPCW scandal would be
manufacture consent for military
rain down on them randomly,
making front-page international violence going forward. Because
sometimes destroying their
headlines today. Instead, the
plutocrat-controlled news media
homes, sometimes killing their
mounting evidence that the US outlets are set up in such a way
neighbors or family members.
and its allies committed a war that their employees know their
Sometimes, if they were lucky,
crime based on false information careers depend on protecting the
they would only land in the
and that a supposedly
empire upon which the
street, scaring the shop owners
independent watchdog
plutocratic class is built, the
and their customers and sending
organisation helped them cover OPCW scandal is an obvious nothe street cats for the nearest
it up barely registers. Why is
go for anyone who wishes to
hiding place. Sometimes,
that?
remain in the business.
however, it would be the last
thing they would hear.
If you ask Syria narrative
The only way this story will get
Sometimes, it would be the last
managers like The Guardian‘s mainstream coverage is if it goes
thing their children would hear.
George Monbiot or The
viral without the assistance of
Intercept‘s Mehdi Hasan, this
the mainstream media, at which
In that context, I walked through
isn’t a big story because even if point the propagandists will be
Damascus and talked to the
Assad wasn’t responsible for the forced to report on it to save face
people who lived there. They
Douma incident, it doesn’t
and begin the near-impossible
were resolute, courageous, and
8
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strong. Every single one of them
had experienced some horrific
loss, generally of someone close
to them but also friends and
neighbors as well as homes and
businesses. Yet, despite all that,
they maintained this love for life
that few of us in the West have
ever experienced. “For us,” one
girl said to me “life is about
living. We are surrounded by
death so, for us, living is
enough.”

they lost.”

Northeast are being forced to
accept the fact that they will
have to negotiate with the Syrian
In late October, 2019, I returned government - the economic
to Syria.
situation has not.

I walked through the Old City of In fact, due to the ravages of war
Damascus to the sound of car
but overwhelmingly due to
horns and bars, conversations
Western sanctions, Syria's
and music. The mortars and
economy is perhaps at the worst
artillery shells were silent.
point yet. Although Syrian
Sitting on the roof of my hotel, I business owners are doing their
could see the outer edges of the best to rebuild, the most
city, the mountains, and the
important aspect of business is
It was easy to get the sense that constant traffic. At night, stars lacking - customers. With so
the Syrian people were willing and city lights. Jobar was finally much of the country destroyed
to fight to the last breath and
quiet, albeit dark.
by the war, exports essentially
drop of blood in their body for
eliminated by sanctions, and the
their ability to live free of
In Damascus and, most notably, inability of Syrians to use most
foreign terrorism and for the
Homs, I noticed that a number of international financial
dignity and sovereignty of their new shops had opened along
institutions and technologies, the
country. I got this sense not just with a new bar and several new country's economy is at a
in Damascus but also in Aleppo, restaurants. In Homs, where
standstill. A factory owner
Homs, Tartous and everywhere around half the city was utterly whose operations were
else I visited. A few times I was destroyed, life was returning to destroyed can reopen his factory,
even told that, if America had
the part that remained held by but he will have to invest the
the guts to invade Syria, then
the Syrian government
money to rebuild his facility, buy
Syria was ready. And Syria
throughout the war. Every city I new machines, and hire new
would not be Iraq.
visited, I saw an attempt of life workers. But who is he going to
to push through the last eight
sell his goods to? He can't export
Once, in discussion with a
years of death and destruction. them. The Syrian market is small
Syrian man, the question was
and the population is so
asked how Syrians seem to be But what I also noticed was that, financially strapped, no luxury
able to get back up on their feet despite these positive
product will sell enough to make
and start living again, sending developments, there was an
a decent profit and even the
their children to school,
element of despair and sadness necessities are falling short of
working, rebuilding even as the in the air that was not present
being a lucrative market.
war continues two miles away. two years ago.
Restaurants re-open, but who
The answer was simple: “This is
can afford to go out? Same with
Syria.” When it was suggested While the military situation in hotels and bars.
that the Western powers do not Syria has improved dramatically
understand the Syrian
over the past 24 months - the
People simply can't afford to buy
connection to their country and Syrian government has retaken products, whether they need
their unmatched resolve to
3/4 of the country, pockets of
them or not.
continue living and rebuilding terrorism in the major cities have
what was lost, he agreed. “That’s been eliminated, the battle for Of course, this isn't to say that
right,” he said. “They don’t
Idlib is beginning, and the
no one is buying anything or that
understand us. And that is why Kurdish terrorists in the
there is no life returning to
9
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Syria. In the areas that have
started rebuilding efforts, you
can indeed see people flocking
to restaurants and bars. But Syria
needs more than food and
alcohol to survive.

“This might also be a last-ditch
attempt to push them to be
against the government. They
tried it last winter, they tried it
before but it did not work
because people knew the whole
story and knew where their
interests lie.”

all. Behind the smiles, there is an
unavoidable sadness. With the
return of routine comes the sting
of loss, the lack of the people
that made that routine
worthwhile.

For many, particularly younger
So it seems the sanctions have
people, if one is lucky enough to
done their job. They are starving
have a job, it takes three of them Assad has an optimistic
and freezing out the Syrian
simply to make ends meet.
perspective. But people cannot people and they are killing the
continue on this way forever.
hopes and dreams of those
As in all other cases of
The Syrian people have
people to rebuild and move
sanctions, the average person in sacrificed everything for their
toward the future.
Syria is paying the price. This is country and done so three times
well-known as US Secretary of over. Now, at the finish line, the President Trump won the US
State, Mike Pompeo stated that sanctions have effectively
election in part because the
Iran must listen to American
moved the goal post yet again, American people were tired of
demands "if they want their
this time so far ahead they can't imperialist and endless wars
people to eat." It's the same old even see the end.
being waged overseas. Trump
story from ages past. Sanctions
promised to stop being "stupid"
are the equivalent of a naval
Unfortunately, the sanctions
and only recently twice
blockade or burning wheat
have taken their toll on the
promised to end those
fields. Surrender or we'll starve Syrian people. When I visited in "ridiculous" wars, particularly
you out.
2017, everyone in Damascus
Syria. However, in midlived with the threat of losing
November, 2019, the US
Syrian President Bashar altheir lives to a mortar, a bomb, military seems to have only reAssad is also aware of how these or a rifle on a constant basis.
deployed to a more strategically
sanctions are being used and he Most major cities still had
defensive position and the
stated as much in an interview pockets of terrorism that took
President is openly stating that
with RT when he said:
innocent lives at random almost America is going to "keep the
daily. The enemy was at the
oil" that belongs to Syria. If
"Those people were expected to gates and the Syrian people were Syrians are disappointed and
rise against their government focused on defending their
desperate, so are Americans who
during the different stages of the country. Now, with the enemy hoped for an end to the war.
war but they did not. They were driven from the gates and the
supposed to support the
war in the Northeast, far east,
At this point, it appears all
terrorists – the ‘moderate rebels’ and Idlib, those same people
people of good will - victims
and ‘angels’ of White Helmets – now have time to focus on what and citizens of the perpetrating
but the people did not and stood they've lost - family, friends,
state alike - are left helpless,
with their government. So, they lovers, homes, and businesses. only able to "speak out" but not
have to suffer. They have to pay Two years on, the sadness has able to actually do anything to
the price and learn their lesson taken root as the day to day
free their country from the
that they should stand with the routine attempts to return to
invaders' grasp or to prevent
agenda [of the West].”
some semblance of "normalcy," their country from being the
despite the crippling sanctions. invader. Across the oceans, it
......
Many are simply unable to see a seems like all we can do is to
future in Syria or any future at shout in solidarity to others but,
10
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beyond that, we are at a loss to
do anything other than to survive
and, if we have the opportunity,
to do what we can to help others
survive also.

course, is something that they
never have to see because they
live in doll houses constructed
out of a vast tapestry of lies and
Source:
illusions, where the windows
http://edwardcurtin.com/whats-jokersdon’t open out onto the wider
joke/
I'd like to believe there is
suffering world but reflect
something we can do as people
inward their self-absorbed lives
By Edward Curtin
to end the war but I'm no longer
where people like Joker are
sure there is. As one Syrian man When the cave’s wall lit up,
invisible.
told me, "You spend your youth there was a string of shadows
believing you are outside of
The repetitive shadows on the
projected onto it,
history and that you can change advertisements looping
wall in the theater were
the world. But as you grow older repetitively for the town’s
advertising local services. Real
you realize that history is just
estate, landscaping, high-end
“advantages,” specifically
the same shit with different
“living and working in the same jewelry and furniture, life style
names in different countries. It community,” something next to companies, architects – all the
never changes. History is filled impossible in the town except
amenities of the rich and
with people who believed they for the affluent people who
famous. Like those who
would change the world and
absented themselves from the
didn’t want to see Joker, the
didn't."
story of a guy in New York City theater so as to avoid a painful
confrontation with truth, I knew
whose penurious and fragile
In many respects, he's right. We existence belies the false
violence was on the horizon and
may very well be at a time
innocence of the wealthy elites had to laugh at the services
where the best we can do is to who deny succor to the suffering being offered before Joker made
help each other survive and
his first appearance. It was my
poor, as the obscene gap
that's all. But history is no
last laugh. I imagined him
between them grows apace.
excuse to give up on the future.
laughing also.
We know what happens if we do It occurred to me that Joker, with
nothing. Even if we do act, it's his keen eye for the ironic
Then he was there, big as life,
still true that the odds are that
hypocrisies of all that surrounds Joker, a man emaciated like a
we will fail. But there is always him, would get a laugh out of
Giacometti sculpture portrayed
a chance that something will
these preliminary promotions, by Joaquin Phoenix, who from
happen when all hope seems lost for he himself has a bit of a
the moment he appears,
that will alter the course of our problem and no advantages
brilliantly makes you realize that
future forever. The odds aren't living and working in NYC.
a poor and suffering thin man
good but those are the ones we And he would understand why exists and attention must be
have to play. In the meantime, the rich would shun his story,
paid. The viewer is mesmerized
we can't underestimate the value having no doubt heard that it
from the start as Joker, aka
of the little things and how
Arthur Fleck – fleck: a small
was violent, since they are
helping each other survive in the squeamish about violence
particle, a stain – tells us that “I
smallest ways may be that
directed toward their kind, but just don’t want to feel so bad
catalyst that finally does change great supporters of violence
anymore,” despite the seven
the world.
directed toward the poor around medications he takes to ease his
pain. This “stain” on the social
the world by the American
illusion of fairness and decency
military and at home by the
police, both of whom work for is a guy with no money or jewels
them. Such official violence, of to believe in, no real estate, no

What’s Joker’s
Joke?
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amenities, a guy who has no
depressing, and teetering on the total nightmare, and the viewer
grass to be cut or beautiful plants edge of some sort of death.
is drawn into its dream-like
to be tended to in his sad
Hope seemed to have died along confusion, never being sure what
concrete apartment where he
with the radical dreams of the
is real and what are Arthur’s
barely exists with his ill and
1960s when I lived there. After hallucinations. Fact and fiction
deeply depressed mother whom moving from one apartment to meld in a transmogrification that
he cares for. “I don’t believe in another all around Manhattan
is film’s specialty. Like life
anything,” he tells us, ironically and Brooklyn, we had our sublet today in a screen culture, one’s
echoing the unacknowledged
on West 103rd street broken into mind vacillates and one wanders
nihilism of the upper classes.
in broad daylight. We were
through it – or is it Arthur’s
But he has good reasons, while worn down by it all, and when mind – wondering if what is
theirs are rooted in their worship we took a walk one day along
happening in society is actual or
of power and money that
the Hudson River in Riverside virtual. The viewer feels like he
undergirds the capitalist system Park, we saw ahead of us three is Arthur/Joker while observing
of exploitation that creates
very large cats cross the
him, a perfect experience of the
suffering souls like Arthur,
walkway and a woman scream schizophrenic state of American
whose mental illness reflects a in terror at the sight. As we got life today.
social system that is insane and closer, we realized the cats were
violent to its core. It is no joke. rats, and we took it as a sign to The suffering Arthur Fleck is
make our exit, as if Camus’
abandoned by a cruel American
As I watched his story unfold, I plague were encroaching. So we society whose political order
recalled the time frame of the
did so shortly thereafter,
cares not a whit for its regular
movie, the late 1970s or early
borrowing a tent and heading to people, and in a penultimate
1980s, when my wife and I lived the country, never to return.
scene when Arthur is appearing
in NYC, subletting various
on a late-night television show
apartments. When we first
Poor Joker had no such option. where the snide and
arrived in our old car, friends put He was trapped. Fired from his condescending host mocks him
us up at their apartment. We had day job as a clown at children’s and his attempt at comedy, Joker
little money, and the first night parties and store closings,
says to the host:
when we stayed with our friends, ridiculed and bullied by cowe parked on the street and left workers, friendless, he continues "Comedy is subjective, Murray.
most of our suitcases with all
to dream of being a stand-up
Isn’t that what they say? All of
our belongings in the car
celebrity comic as he and his
you, the system that knows so
overnight. In the morning, all the mother laugh at a late-night
much, you decide what’s right or
suitcases had been stolen.
television talk show they are
wrong. The same way that you
Welcome to Gotham City.
addicted to. They revere the
decide what’s funny or not."
While it felt like a liberation to host, and Arthur dreams of
me, as if now I could start a new appearing on his show and
In that quote lies our current
life, my wife felt otherwise, as making his breakthrough in
fate, the relativistic dark night
might you. But it was our
comedy. Laugh or cringe as we that has descended on our world
introduction to NYC. And while may, their reverence for the host, since Nietzsche issued his
we were young and educated
played by Robert DeNiro,
warning about the encroaching
and had the wherewithal to get reflects American’s dirty open nihilism. The system that knows
jobs to pay the rent and live
secret: the adoration of
and controls so much decides
reasonably well, unlike Arthur celebrities and the wealthy.
human truth and what is good
Fleck, our time there was a
and evil, always of course,
wearing one. The city seemed Life goes from bad to worse for deciding in its own favor, even
dirty, unsafe, depressed,
the two of them, becoming a
to suggest that all is woe and all
12
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hope is gone while heading to
the bank with its ill-begotten
lucre.

to control but which sometimes "Have you ever noticed that it is
gets out of hand.
the most civilized gentlemen
who have been the subtlest
For those who say the film
slaughterers, to whom the
This is the void that frames the encourages violence, I say no; it Attilas and the Stenka Razins
film, the nihilistic void that so holds a mirror up to the violence could not hold a candle, and if
many wish to avoid. To question. that undergirds the system of
they are not so conspicuous as
To ask themselves where their economic and political
the Attilas and Stenka Razins it
culpability lies and what is it,
exploitation that already exists.
is simply because they are so
beyond creature comforts and
Of course this too is ironic for a often met with, are so ordinary
social acceptance, that they truly Hollywood movie. Like the
and have become so familiar to
believe. To understand why
films that it echoes – Taxi
us."
jokers like Arthur pop up
Driver, The King of Comedy,
everywhere.
Network – Joker, like all good Thus says Dostoevsky’s
works of art, is open to
Underground man.
But people like Arthur get
polysemous interpretations. It
pushed and pushed to the brink, encourages introspection and
But where are the rats?
and they look over and see
extrospection. It asks viewers to Quick, send in the rats.
nothing, not even their own
question themselves and their
Don’t bother, they’re here.
reflections in the water, and
part in the social charade that
conclude that that their only
passes for a just and equitable They have taken complete
hope is to strike back at the
society. It asks viewers to
ownership of Gotham City.
people who personify the
contemplate Dr. Martin Luther
systemic violence that reduces King’s statement that is as true Unchallenged Israeli
them to non-entities.
now as when he uttered it: “The
Terror-Bombing
greatest purveyor of violence in
After being tormented by three the world: My own government.
Source:
Wall St. types on the subway
I cannot be silent.”
https://stephenlendman.org/2019/11/un
while in his clown costume, he
challenged-israeli-terror-bombing/
finally strikes back and kills
The joker’s joke is no joke at all.
them after they sing “Send in the It is deadly serious.
By Stephen Lendman
Clowns” to harass him. This
gains him anonymous notoriety When Arthur Fleck says, “I used Terror-bombing is longstanding
which he starts to relish. “For to think my life was a tragedy, US, NATO, Israeli policy, what
my whole life I didn’t know I
but now I realize it’s a comedy,” naked aggression is all about, the
even really existed,” he says,
and unleashes his murderous
highest of high crimes.
“but I do. People are starting to violent rage with a Joker’s smile,
notice.”
he was turning into those he
They’re never challenged by the
condemned as his oppressors.
world community, letting these
Of course they aren’t noticing Their nihilism became his own; aggressors know they can do
Arthur, but the masked clown
their violence his.
what they please without
whom they now fear. For Joker
retaliation.
is the ultimate ironist, a man
The film asks us to contemplate
without a face, the faceless
such a marriage of seeming
For years, Israeli warplanes
modern, just as all those who
opposites, its dialectic, and not terror-bombed Syrian sites on
hide behind their wealth and
turn away from the faces in the the phony pretext of countering
public performances are masked mirror.
nonexistent Iranian and
actors in a bad play, one they try
Hezbollah threats.
13
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The only ones Israel faces are
destroyed it,” killing and
supported ISIS and other
invented. No real ones exist, its wounding its residents.
terrorists.
latest aggression occurring
overnight.
On Tuesday, Israel claimed it
On Wednesday, Russia’s Foreign
intercepted four rockets
Ministry tepidly criticized
According to the Syrian Arab
allegedly fired from Syria.
Israel’s latest aggression against
News Agency, “Israeli
Throughout years of US-led
Syria, saying:
warplanes fired several missiles aggression, Syrian forces never
from the direction of both the
attacked Israel or any other
“The intensity of Israeli rocket
Occupied Golan, and Marj
country.
and bomb attacks on Syrian
Eyoun in Lebanon targeting the
territory has increased
outskirts of Damascus, and
Like the US, Israel invents
sharply…This development
immediately our air defenses
pretexts to unjustifiably justify evokes the most serious concern
foiled the attack, intercepted the its lawless actions, including
and opposition in Moscow,”
hostile missiles, and downed
hundreds of attacks on Syria by adding:
most of them before they
its own admission.
reached their targets,” adding:
“We consider it critically
Former IDF chief General Gadi important to respect the
“Throughout the years of the
Eisenhkot earlier said “we struck sovereignty and territorial
terrorist war waged against
thousands of targets (in Syria) integrity of the Syrian Arab
Syria, the Syrian air defenses
without claiming responsibility Republic and other states in the
have confronted repeated Israeli or asking for credit.”
region.”
acts of aggression as the Israeli
enemy interferes whenever its
Time and again, Israel strikes
“Israel’s actions only add to
tools of terrorist organizations Syria, Gaza, and conducts other tensions and strength the
are defeated by the Syrian Arab hostile actions, accountability
potential for conflict around
Army Units.”
never forthcoming, its ruling
Syria, and run counter to efforts
regimes knowing they can do
to normalize the situation,
“Field and intelligence reports whatever they please with
achieve stability in Syria, and
affirm the strong ties between
impunity.
see a political settlement
the terrorist organizations and
reached in this country.”
the Israeli enemy and their clear Israeli military intelligencecoordination, in addition to
connected DEBKA File (DF)
Separately, Russian Deputy
finding Israeli weapons inside said the Netanyahu regime
Foreign Minister Mikhail
the dens of the terrorist
“warned” Damascus through a Bogdanov said overnight Israeli
organizations in many areas.” third party not to retaliate its
strikes on Syria are “contrary to
premeditated aggression.
the principles of international
According to Jordan’s Al Hadath
law and leads to an escalation
television, overnight Israeli
DF falsely claimed Iran “is
of tensions.”
terror-bombing killed at least
determined to draw Israel into a
five Syrian soldiers and six
drawn-out war of attrition on
Weak-kneed remarks like the
Iranian military advisers in
multiple fronts” a bald-faced Big above fall on deaf ears
Quneitra and Kiswah, civilians Lie.
Washington, other NATO
also killed.
capitals, and Israel, telling their
At the request of Damascus,
ruling regimes that Moscow will
An unnamed Syrian doctor said Iranian military advisors in Syria do nothing to challenge their
an Israeli missile “struck a
are aiding government forces
aggression.
residential building and
combat US, NATO, Israeli
14
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According to AMN News,
Israel’s overnight strikes
destroyed “an entire (Syrian
military) air defense storage”
area, citing an unnamed military
source in the country, adding:

and Saqba, but also with over 40
members of White Helmets and
about 20 former members of
armed groups.

According to eyewitnesses’
testimony, White Helmets were
Source:
Israeli warplanes in occupied
http://syriatimes.sy/index.php/news/reg involved in evacuating people
Golan and Lebanese airspace
ional/45064-white-helmets-involved- whom they promised medical
fired 18 air-to-surface missiles at in-forcible-removal-of-human-organs- assistance. After that, their
of-syrians-in-terrorist-controlled- relatives received bodies with
sites in southern and
areas-study
southwestern Damascus.
some vital organs missing. This
became evident when the bodies
By Hamda Mustafa
Syria’s air defense failed to stop
were examined and weighted,
11 from striking their intended
Grigoryev added.
MOSCOW, (ST)- A new study
targets. Why isn’t Syria using
by Maxim Grigoriev, Director of
Russian S-300s against Israeli
He also noted that, according to
the Russian Foundation for the
warplanes, targeting them in
several media reports, White
Study of Democracy, has
cross-border airspace to thwart
Helmets co-founder James Le
provided new evidence about the
their attacks?
Mesurier who recently died
criminal activities of the sounder suspicious circumstances,
called "White Helmets" terror
Why hasn’t Moscow aided
was in Yugoslavia in late 1990s.
group in Syria proving its
Damascus more effectively to
During this period, illegal
involvement in human organ
counter Israeli aggression?
extraction of human organs and
trafficking.
trade in them was in full swing
Why does world community see
in Kosovo, he continued.
In his study entitled "The White
no evil, hear no evil, and speak
Helmets Organization: Terrorist
no evil about US, NATO, and
"The scheme of illegal
Accomplices and a Source of
Israeli aggression?
extraction of organs from
Disinformation", Grigoriev said
residents of Serbia was carried
that members of this terror group
As long as their ruling regimes
out on the territory where Le
are involved in the forcible
know they can do what they
Mesurier was staying, and
removal of human organs of
please unaccountably, they’ll
exactly the same system was
Syrians who lived in areas that
continue taking full advantage
recreated in Syria. This is
were controlled by terrorists.
— at the expense of world peace
exactly what White Helmets are
and stability.
doing," the Russian expert
The White Helmets were a key
stated.
element in this illegal scheme of
White Helmets organ removal, Grigoriev added, The activity of the pseudoout that he had got
involved in forcible pointing
humanitarian organization the
information about these
Helmets, which has
removal of human incidents from the people whom White
terrorist connections, is
organs of Syrians in he interviewed.
destructive and part of a largescale media war against
Terrorist-controlled According to Itar Tass,
Damascus, Sergey Lavrov said
Grigoryev and his colleagues
areas: Study
in his forward to the study.
recorded over 100 interviews not
only with residents of Aleppo,
"Provocations by the White
Damascus, Douma, Deir Ezzor
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Helmets, including fake videos
of chemical attacks, were widely
used for demonizing legal
Syrian authorities and as a
pretext for illegitimate use of
force against Syria," Lavrov
writes, noting that the study
exposes the destructive nature of
the White Helmets.

Dear Young
Progressives: The
White-Supremacist
Anti-Immigration
Anti-PoliticalCorrectness FreeSpeech Fascists Are
Your Friends
Source:
https://dissidentvoice.org/2019/11/dear
-young-progressives-the-whitesupremacist-anti-immigration-antipolitical-correctness-free-speechfascists-are-your-friends/

By Denis Rancourt
Yup. The ruling elite are doing
everything they can to divide
you. They are doing everything
they can to promote hate
between you.
In this article, I argue that the
real enemy is the ruling elite,
which manipulates us all. I
explain that the Western USAbased ruling elite is desperate
these days, and exceptionally
adversarial, which is driven by
the successful rise of Eurasia
(economically led by China, and
supported by Russia), and by
increased global abundance of

extractable energy reserves. We The ruling elite (acting together,
allow ourselves to be collateral consistently and deeply)
idiots and pawns in this saga.
manipulate, socially engineer,
and exploit the rest of us, to
The ruling elite and the captured different qualities and degrees,
media want you to be convinced depending on social class. The
that their oppression of everyone main mechanism is to divide to
comes from either a tsunami of conquer. The divisions are first
irrational “socialism” or
along class lines, and, within
spontaneous upsurges of
classes, along cultural, race,
“fascism”; that fascist cells are religion, and gender lines.
nucleating and growing at an
unprecedented rate, and that you Democracy is a constant threat
and all your immigrant, brown, to the ruling elite. Therefore,
black, LGBTQ compatriots will democracy must be constrained
be deported or imprisoned or
to a manageable form, and
deprived of medical attention, if crushed wherever it actually
the said cells are not
emerges. The remnants of
deplatformed, censored, run out electoral democracy are used in
of town, punched in the face,
more-or-less a show-competition
and exterminated.
between the two opposing
networks, which serves them
Actually, no, that is not true.
both by floating the illusion of
popular participation and by
The ruling elite in the USA, and dividing the public.
in the Western world, by
projection, are comprised of two The “Democrats” are tied to
opposing and collaborating
global finance and push for a
factions: The “Democrats” and global carbon economy, and
the “Republicans”, which
global “development”, in the
represent different and
image of their malicious interest.
overlapping blocs of the Western Their deep-state base is the CIA
ruling elite.
and they excel in media and
entertainment-industry control.
Both blocs or networks agree to
use military force and covert
The “Republicans” are more tied
means to exploit and extort, in to the USA domestic-energy
the world that they consider their sector (such as the exploded
plantation. Both networks use
shale-oil economy), to the army,
their influence to constantly
and to the armament industry.
transform national and global
They are more nationalist in
rules to their advantage, to the their power centre, more into the
point even of literally writing the extraction and wage-slavelaws, and to the brink of
production industries in Latin
destabilizing the USA domestic America and Africa, via USA
society itself,5 and the global
corporations, and have less use
economic and strategic balance. for the UN in their
manipulations.
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Both ruling-elite networks have
collaborated together since the
end of the Second World War,
with the deep state, to establish
and maintain the USA dollar as
the global currency, which is
their most potent weapon of
global exploitation, and now
overt extortion, backed by
violent military interventions,
campaigns of economic
devastation, and covert coups
and proxy wars.

In a nutshell, the governing elite are
running a vast and violent
exploitation and extortion racket
that is now in decline in the world.
The decline is putting tremendous
pressure on the scheme, and the
elite are desperately lashing out to
slow or reverse the inevitable. Their
These global tectonic shifts divide disagreements are more urgent than
the ruling elite, as they scramble to ever, and they are willing to have
settle and impose a response
unprecedented adversarial battles in
strategy, and as their differing
the open, and to use us all as
economic interests collide.
triggered or engaged idiots.

Syria, Iran… Canada, USA…
more places than can easily be
controlled to starve competitors,
to ensure high prices for
preferred producers, and to keep
the petro-dollar alive.

The globalist “Democrats” want an “White supremacists” are just
enforced carbon economy (to save ordinary folks sick of being
Fast-forward to today: Two
humanity) and a crypto-currency
manipulated and cheated by the
global tectonic shifts have and that they control,9 and, in their
ruling elite. “Black bloc” anarchists
are occurring, which
daydream, want to include Eurasia, are ordinary youth sick of being
fundamentally threaten the
the whole shebang. They don’t
brushed aside and made irrelevant
USA/Western ruling elite, in that want all-out trade wars that drive by the ruling elite. Both need to see
Eurasian exclusionary integration. the strings and stop looking for
USA hegemony itself is
They prefer covert power rather
challenged.
schoolyard fights. Our best friends
than military campaigns, and prefer need to be all those harmed by the
The first global tectonic shift is to preserve the UN as a tool. They same elite manipulators. Our worst
the continuous rise of Eurasia, are content to deprive their ruling- immediate enemies are the
elite adversaries of oil-supremacy if
economically led by China, with they can keep finance supremacy, collaborators. We need to treat
words as words, and stop looking to
strategic, diplomatic and
enforced by military might as
punish our compatriots. The enemy
organizational support from
needed. They are habituated to
of my enemy is my friend, and the
Russia. This coincides with
occupation by social engineering, “white supremacists” are thereby
Russian emergence in protecting and hope for an entire world woke eminently your friends.
its national interests in Syria and to climate change, public health by
vaccination, life-extension by big- Free-speech enthusiasts are right, of
Venezuela, while offering
military technology (S-400 air- pharma, food abundance by GMOs course, but they need to see those
and glyphosate, and human rights wanting false protection from
defence missile system) that
censorship as merely misguided
neutralizes USA air dominance, by gender-reassignment medical
and
pharmaceutical
procedures,
targets of the common enemy. It is
to Turkey and others.
“anti-racism” and “gender equity”. the enemy that is implementing the
The second global tectonic shift The nationalist “Republicans” want censorship, not snowflakes. The
elite will censor using any pretext.
is the increased global
to control oil by force, using
Woke automatons are just proof of
abundance of easily extractable blockades, sanctions, and military the broad destructive power of
fossil-fuel reserves. It turns out occupation (Russia, Iran, Syria,
social engineering. Woke
that shale-oil is everywhere, as is Venezuela, even Canada in a
automatons are not the enemy of
natural gas; and Chinese coal, pipeline-propaganda war),10 sell the Right: Ignore them, insult them
not counting secure imports,8 is USA oil at top dollar (with an
if this has civil-jolt value, but focus
plentiful enough to power China, emphasis on “dollar”), save the
on the real enemy. The real enemy
USA-dollar-as-world-currency
determines school curricula, writes
using modern centralized
gravy
train,
and
extort
militarylaws, attacks democracy, censors
generation and transformation
protection rent and arms sales from speech, funds everything, and
stations, for decades. There is oil its “allies”, while making Eurasia
campaigns for war.
and gas in Venezuela, Russia,
enemy number one.
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